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Multifractal  analyses  were  performed  to  elucidate  the  effect  of  incorporating  maleic  anhydride  grafted
polypropylene  (MAPP)  into  a Polypropylene  matrix:  (i) on  the  dispersion  of  CaCO3 particles  and  (ii)  on  the
fracture  morphology  of tensile  samples.  The  box-counting  method  was  applied  considering  the number
of particles  and  the  mean  gray  value  distribution  as  measured  properties  of  composites.  The  disper-
sion  analysis  exhibited,  for the  composite  with  MAPP,  a reduction  of  larger  agglomerates  sizes  without
variation  of  the  most  frequent  size.  Similar  results  were  achieved  by a typical  particle  size  distribution.
ultifractal spectrum
iller dispersion
echanical properties

racture surface

Moreover,  the morphology  of  fractured  surfaces  showed  an  irregular  topography  for  composites  without
MAPP  suggesting  a complex  fracture  process.  Composites  with  MAPP,  on the  contrary,  displayed  a  regular
surface  morphology  suggesting  a more  regular  fracture  process  with  an important  reduction  of ductile
mechanisms.  This  fracture  behavior  was  related  to the  variation  of  the  singularity  width  �˛.  The  results
obtained  suggest  that  multifractal  theory  can  be applied  to  elucidate  the  relationship  between  structure
and  mechanical  behavior  of  PP–CaCO composite  materials.
. Introduction

Polypropylene (PP), its blends and composites are extensively
sed in home, electronic, automobile, packaging and construction,
mong other appliances [1,2]. However, the use of PP as a struc-
ural material is still limited due to its relatively poor toughness
t low temperature and high strain rates, especially in the pres-
nce of notches [3].  In order to induce enhancements in mechanical
roperties such as stiffness, strength, fracture resistance, impact
oughness, wear resistance, hardness, etc. inorganic rigid particles
re usually incorporated into PP [3–5]. In addition, the mechanical
roperties of composites are related to the dispersion, type, size
nd shape, content and surface treatment of the fillers [6].  These
llers tend to form agglomerates, increasing with decreased parti-
le size and increased filler content which are detrimental to the
aterial mechanical behavior. To bring the effect of the particles

nto play, agglomerates should be broken during mixing processes
7]. Uniform dispersion of the filler in the polymer matrix avoids
he creation of crack-initiating large agglomerates [8].
Dispersion and interfacial adhesion of the fillers have been suc-
essfully improved by using polymeric coupling agents such as
rafted polyolefins [4,9,10]. For example, PP grafted with maleic
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anhydride (MAPP) is extensively used in PP-based composites
[4,10].  However, it should be pointed out that, coupling agents can
introduce simultaneously both detrimental and beneficial effects.
The balance of these counteracting effects defines the final proper-
ties of the composites.

In order to study particle dispersion and matrix-filler inter-
action different experimental as well as theoretical methods are
usually applied. Rheological measurements, Cole-Cole diagrams,
dynamic mechanical analysis, morphological observations, parti-
cle size distribution analysis, fractal theory, analytical solutions and
finite elements analysis, among others have been successfully used
[5,9–13].

The complex morphology of fracture surfaces can be analyzed
to describe fracture behavior and to elucidate the presence of dif-
ferent fracture processes. In general, a rough surface is related to a
ductile fracture while a flat surface to a brittle one [14]. A quanti-
tative description of the complex morphology of fracture surfaces
has been already successfully analyzed by multifractal theory in the
case of different materials [15,16].

Many different methods, algorithms, formalisms, and spectra,
have been developed to display data connected with fractal phe-
nomena [16–20].  Some of them are briefly discussed on Section 2.4,

but an extensively review is entirely beyond the scope of this paper.

In this work, the dispersion of CaCO3 microparticles and the
morphology of fracture surfaces of PP-based composites were
analyzed by the multifractal theory. Characteristic parameters of

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.apsusc.2012.05.124
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01694332
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he multifractal spectra were used to estimate the relationship
etween particle dispersion, surface morphology of tested samples
nd tensile behavior of the composites. The accuracy of the exper-
mental procedure used to calculate multifractal spectra was  also
iscussed.

. Material and methods

.1. Preparation of composite materials

A commercial polypropylene (PP) (CUYOLEN 1100N) kindly pro-
ided by Petroquímica Cuyo, Mendoza, Argentina, with a melt flow
ndex of 11 g/10 min  and a density of 0.9 g/ml was  used as the

atrix of the composites. Filler was calcium carbonate (CaCO3)
icroparticles with content of 20 wt.% provided by Sigma–Aldrich.

he components were mixed in an intensive mixer at 190 ◦C and
0 r.p.m for 10 min. Then, composite sheets (nominal thickness

 = 0.5 mm)  were compression molded in a hydraulic press at 180 ◦C
nder a pressure of 100 kPa for 10 min. Finally, the sheets were
apidly cooled by circulating water within the press plates under

 pressure of 100 kPa. In order to improve the dispersion of the
ller in the PP matrix, composites with 10 wt.% of maleic anhydride
rafted PP (MAPP) (Epolene E-43 wax, Eastman Chemical Company,
SA) were also prepared in a similar manner.

.2. Mechanical tests and morphological observations

Uniaxial tensile tests were carried out in a universal testing
achine (Interactive Instruments 10 K) at a crosshead speed of

 mm/min  for the composite materials in accordance with ASTM
882-02 standard recommendations. Tensile parameters values
ere originally reported in Ref. [21]. Fracture surfaces of speci-
ens broken in tensile tests were analyzed by scanning electron
icroscopy (SEM) after they had been coated with a thin layer of

old. Images from different samples of both composite materials
ere obtained with magnifications of 500× and 1010×.

.3. Particle size distribution

Filler size and cumulative size distributions were obtained from
EM micrographs of fracture surfaces. Quantitative image analy-
is was performed with the help of the image processing software
mage J. In order to warrant statistical validity of the image analysis,

 minimum of 300 particles were measured. Cumulative size dis-
ributions were determined by summing the fractions of particles
hat are smaller than a specific size.

.4. Multifractal analysis and experimental application

The theory of multifractal spectra called fine and coarse,  stems
rom the Hausdorff dimension and the Kolmogorov–Minkowski
imension, called dimH and dimB, respectively [22]. The coarse
imension stems from the fine one by crossing out one condition in
he definition of dimH: the two spectra are thus conceptually linked,
nd naturally associated. The Kolmogorov–Minkowski dimension,
imB, is the adaptation of dimH to solve problems in physics and
ther applied sciences. The problem with the more fine dimH is
hat it is = (identically equal to) zero, for any finite set of elements,
r even a numerable infinity of them.

In the present work, limited experimental data are analyzed
nd we wish to be careful in our choice of fractal dimension. It
as considered the Kolmogorov–Minkowski dimension definition
dimB) for it stems directly from Hausdorff’s (par excellence the
athematical tool defining the concept of dimension).

In the last few years many multifractal formalisms have
een proposed, using different concepts of dimension applied to
nce 258 (2012) 8940– 8945 8941

objects and phenomena of a fractal nature. For each such con-
cept of dimension (packing, compass, Legendre, thermodynamical,
Renyi––maximum or minimum, etc.) there is a corresponding spec-
trum or formalism. For example: the thermodynamic algorithms,
or the partition function method, two-dimensional multifractal
detrending moving average analysis (2D MF-DMA), cross-
correlation method, the two-dimensional multifractal detrended
fluctuation analysis (2D MF-DFA) among others [16–19].

It should be pointed out that, some of these methods are not
sensitive enough to obtain the whole information of the system
under study due to some imposed spectral characteristics. For
example, the thermodynamic algorithms, or the partition function
method imposes continuity of f(˛), smoothness, negative second
order derivative, tangency to the bisectriz of the first quadrant. For
instance, the Renyi spectrum, generalizing the entropy dimension,
can be non-differentiable and even discontinuous (which permits
detecting, e.g., different types of phase transitions) [15,16,22,23].

On the contrary, spectra by definition represent a more sensi-
tive method capable to detect discontinuities of the corresponding
(f(˛) vs. ˛) curves. This occurs when different physical phenom-
ena are simultaneously present and there is more than one fractal
measure involved [24–27].  If there is only one underlying measure
involved, the corresponding spectrum by definition would be con-
tinuous, smooth, and could partake of several characteristics of the
thermodynamical one.

Dispersion of the filler into the PP matrix and morphology of
fractured surfaces were analyzed by the box counting method
applied on SEM images of both magnifications. The images were
covered with a grid of boxes length ε = 1/2, 1/4, 1/6, 1/11, 1/12, 1/13
and 1/25. Multifractal spectra were calculated based on a defined
measure as follow:

�ij(ε) = nij∑
nij

where �ij(ε) represent the number of particles probability in the
box (i,j), nij is the number of particles contained in the box (i,j) of size
ε. The defined measure �ij(ε) can be decomposed in a multifractal
spectrum (˛, f(˛)) defining  ̨ and f(˛) by:

�ij(ε) ∝ ε˛

N˛(ε) ∝ ε−f (˛)

where N˛ is the number of boxes with the same value of ˛.
Let us recall, that the ˛-concentration of a box is the log/log

version of the density, of mass or measure per unit of length:

˛(ε) = log(�ij(ε))
log(ε)

The spectrum f(˛) represents the fractal dimension of the ˛-
concentration subset:

f (˛) = log(N˛)
log(ε)

and will be called spectrum by definition.
It should be pointed out, since ε < 1, that the ˛min value is

related to the larger agglomerates probability and the ˛max value
to the smaller agglomerates, perhaps isolated particles. Param-
eter �˛  = (˛max − ˛min) describes the range of probabilities; a
larger value corresponds to a wider probability distribution [16].
The f(˛) values are related to the number of boxes with the

same size agglomerates probability. Moreover, the parameter
�f(˛) = (f(˛min) − f(˛max)) indicates the difference on the fractal
dimension corresponding to the maximum and minimum of the
spectra.
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˛(fmax). On the contrary, increased f(˛) values were obtained in the
range from ˛(fmax) to ˛max.
Fig. 1. SEM micrographs (500×) of fractured surfaces: (a

In a similar way the multifractal spectra to analyze the com-
lex morphology of fractured surfaces was determined. The defined
easure (�ij(ε)) considered was the mean gray value distribution

robability. In this case, ˛min is related to the maximum gray value
istribution probabilities and ˛max to the minimum ones.

Finally, for experimental multifractal decomposition some prac-
ical limitations appear. For example, an infinity of elements are
heoretically required, clearly an impossibility in an experimental
ituation. As pointed out above, both  ̨ and f(˛) are calculated by
efinition throughout this work.

. Results and discussion

.1. Dispersion of the CaCO3 filler in the PP matrix

Fig. 1a and b shows SEM micrographs of fracture surfaces
f PP-based composites without and with MAPP, respectively.
ualitatively, CaCO3 particles and its agglomerates are uniformly
istributed in the matrix independently of the presence of the cou-
ling agent. Therefore, the incorporation of MAPP in the composite
ormulation does not induce any obvious change in the dispersion
f the particles.

.2. Multifractal analysis of filler dispersion in the PP matrix

The multifractal analysis was performed applying the box
ounting method as following: Firstly, a global image of each sys-
em was obtained considering the different SEM micrographs. In
ach global image the presence of particles were identified with a
umber as shown in Fig. 2. After identification, the global image was
overed with a grid of many boxes of size ε × ε and counted the par-
icle quantity inside of every box. The obtained values of �ij(ε) and
(˛) were also used to calculated the corresponding multifractal
pectra.
An ideal regular multifractal exhibits a straight line in the
og N(ε) vs. log ε graph over the scaling range. However, in spatial
ractals the scaling range is generally reduced due to the properties
f the measured system or limitations of the apparatus considered.
0 wt.% CaCO3 and (b) PP–10 wt.% MAPP–20 wt.% CaCO3.

Moreover, scaling range can be deformed by high-order trends or
nonlinearity [28]. For agglomeration experiments, the empirically
measured scaling range was reported close to one order of mag-
nitude [29]. Fig. 3 shows a linear regression for the PP–20%CaCO3
composite in the range from ε = 1/2 to 1/25, close to one order of
magnitude. This result suggests that, it is possible to describe the
dispersion of the fillers quantitatively by the multifractal theory.
The log N(ε) vs. log ε plot for the other composite material was
obtained by the same method (not shown here).

Multifractal spectra by definition (f(˛) vs. ˛) based on SEM micro-
graphs with a magnification of 500× and 1010× are presented
in Fig. 4a and b, respectively. Fig. 4a displays increased ˛min and
˛max values, while the most frequent  ̨ value (˛(fmax)) was  not
affected by the incorporation of MAPP in the composite formula-
tion. Decreased values of f(˛) were achieved in the range from ˛min
to ˛(fmax), especially the most important reduction was placed at
Fig. 2. Partial amplification of Fig. 1a with identification of the particles.
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Fig. 3. log N(ε) vs. log ε plot for fillers dispersion analysis.

Closer views of the particles within the PP matrix were investi-
ated to analyze the effect of MAPP on the dispersion of the filler.
alculated curves based on SEM micrographs, with a magnification
f 1010× are plotted in Fig. 4b. The spectra exhibit a multifractal
ehavior for smaller  ̨ value, while a dispersive zone is detected
lose to ˛max, especially in the absence of the coupling agent.
t means that in the composite material, these ˛-concentration
ubsets are not related to a multifractal behavior. The composite
ith coupling agent incorporates the isolated particles and smaller

gglomerates into the multifractal features established by the par-
icles into the PP matrix. This probable effect was not detected with

 smaller magnification (500×).
Smooth curves calculated with the smaller magnification strictly

orrespond to multifractal spectra without dispersive behavior.
uantification of the effect of MAPP on the dispersion of CaCO3
articles was based on these results. Table 1 lists the characteristic
arameters of the multifractal analysis.

Multifractal spectra were determined from different SEM mag-
ifications and box sizes to discuss the accuracy of the experimental
rocedure used. The results obtained display their best relation
o multifractal spectra (smooth curves)  for SEM micrographs with

 magnification of 500×. It is possible to relate instability of the
urves to the number of the particles analyzed, considered as
eviating factor for experimental results respect to theoretical pre-
ictions.

The results discussed above suggest that the incorporation of
APP had the following effects: (i) for the largest agglomerates a
eduction of its size and frequency probability, (ii) a reduction on
he frequency of the most frequent agglomerate size probability
ithout a reduction of their size probability, and (iii) a reduction of

he size of smallest agglomerates, or isolated particles, probability.

Fig. 4. Multifractal spectra for the CaCO3 particles dispersion based
Fig. 5. Histogram and cumulative of particle size distribution for the CaCO3 obtained
from SEM micrographs.

It is possible to consider the most frequent agglomerate size proba-
bility as an intrinsic property of the PP-based composites analyzed,
not affected by the coupling agent.

3.3. Particle size distributions

SEM micrographs were used to obtain particle size distribu-
tions within the PP matrix. It can be observed in Fig. 5 that, the
curve for the PP–20 wt.% CaCO3 composite has an irregular particle
size distribution with a shoulder close to the most frequent par-
ticle size and a tail at larger particle sizes, probably related to the
presence of agglomeration [5]. The composite with coupling agent
presents a slight shift of the distribution toward smaller particle
sizes, without any shoulder and with a smaller tail at larger parti-
cles sizes. Median values were 9.45 �m and 8.12 �m for composites
without and with MAPP, respectively. The cumulative curve for the
PP–10 wt.% MAPP–20 wt.%CaCO3 composite exhibits an increased
contribution of smaller particle sizes.

The above results indicate that the composite with MAPP,
presents a reduction in the frequency and size of larger agglom-
erates increasing the frequency of smaller agglomerates and
dispersed particles. Similar results were found using multifractal
analysis.

3.4. Multifractal analysis of fracture surfaces
In order to analyze the complex morphology of the fractured
surfaces, the mean gray value distribution was considered. A sim-
ilar procedure, as described on Section 3.2,  was applied. The SEM

 on SEM micrographs: (a) 500× and (b) 1010× magnification.
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Table  1
Multifractal spectra parameters for the PP-based composites investigated.

˛min ˛max �˛  f(˛min) f(˛max) �f(˛)

PP–20%CaCO3 1.68783 2.63577 0.94794 0.44211 0.88423 −0.44212
PP–10%MAPP–20%CaCO3 1.82916 2.70100 0.87184 0.88423 0.88423 −0.0001
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Fig. 6. log N(ε) vs. log ε plot for morphology of fractured surfaces analysis.

icrographs were reduced to eliminate the noises introduced by
he marks on the images. The values of every box were obtained
y the function: analyze/measure of the ImageJ software. As a lin-
ar relationship is observed in Fig. 6, the multifractal theory can
e applied to study the topography of fractured surfaces. Similar
caling ranges were reported on the literature [29].

In Fig. 7 for the composite without MAPP a wider �˛  (reduced
min and larger ˛max values) was observed. It has been established

n the literature that a wider �˛  suggests a more irregular and
omplex fracture surface [15,16,30].  Moreover, the ˛max and ˛min
alues can be related to ductile and brittle fracture mechanisms,
espectively [15,16]. On the contrary, the spectrum for the com-
osite with MAPP suggests a more regular fracture process with an

mportant reduction of ductile mechanisms.
With regards to the toughening mechanisms, debonding of the

articles is recognized as a ductile one that can induce ductile
earing of the PP matrix and is detected by a rougher surface [14].
his behavior was clearly observed in the SEM fractographs for the

omposite without MAPP, in correspondence to a relatively ductile
racture.

ig. 7. Multifractal spectra for the fractured surfaces of the PP-based composites
nvestigated.
Fig. 8. Variation of the singularity width �˛  for fillers dispersion and morphology
of  fractured surfaces with truncated data.

The characteristic parameters of the spectra listed in Table 2
are related to the simultaneous action of brittle and ductile mech-
anisms which determines the whole fracture behavior of the
samples.

3.5. Mechanical properties and multifractal relationship

The importance of analyzing the dispersion of the particles and
the morphology of the fracture surfaces lays on their close rela-
tionship with the mechanical behavior of composite materials.
Moreover, in this section we try to elucidate the possible origins
of multifractality and its correlation with the materials mechan-
ical properties. This analysis can be done by statistical methods,
such as: linear long-range correlations, long-tails of the distribu-
tion, nonlinear correlations, among others [28,31,32].

The extreme values should be progressively eliminated (the
truncation method) to understand their impact on the singular-
ity width �˛  [28]. Fig. 8 shows (for dispersion of the fillers in the
PP–20%CaCO3 composite) that, when the values were progressively
truncated the singularity width �˛  decrease dramatically. The cor-
responding curve, for fractured surfaces analyses, display a slightly
decrease on the singularity width �˛. These results indicate that,
the extreme values have significant effect on the multifractality
(especially in the case of dispersion of the fillers).

A first approach to elucidate the origin of multifractality can
be: (i) for dispersion of the fillers, due to the presence of the largest
agglomerates sizes (on one side) and isolated particles (on the other
side), (ii) for morphology of the fractured surfaces, possibly, due to
ductile tearing of the matrix after debonding of the particles (on
one side) and to the brittle fracture of the PP matrix (on the other
side).

More calculations are required, but it is not possible to perform
an extensively study of this important point based on the limitation
of the data analyzed. Some statistical and detailed investigation will
be considered in further works.
Finally, the dispersion of the particles was considered in a pre-
vious work by a theoretical model predicting the tensile strength
of the composites [21]. In this simple model, deviation from a
linear fitting means the appearance of some structural effect.
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Table  2
Multifractal spectra parameters for the gray scale values for the PP-based composites.

˛min ˛max �  ̨ f(˛min) f(˛max) �f(˛) Tensile toughness (J/m)
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[

[

[

[

[

[

[

[

[

PP–20%CaCO3 1.88495 2.12019 0.23524 

PP–10%MAPP–20%CaCO3 1.88495 2.04168 0.15673 

or our PP–20 wt.% CaCO3 composite experimental data of ten-
ile strength vs. filler volume fraction deviated from a linear fit
hereas composites with MAPP shift deviation to higher parti-

le content (30 wt.% CaCO3) [21]. This observation suggests that,
APP promoted a better dispersion of the CaCO3 particles detected

y the model (linear fitting) and by multifractal spectra analysis
larger  ̨ values).

Although the addition of MAPP can induce an enhancement
n the dispersion of the particles into PP, it was  detrimental for
he composites tensile behavior [21]. Decreased tensile toughness
as found for the composite with MAPP. Moreover, multifractal

nalysis showed a decreased �˛  value corresponding to decreased
ensile toughness for the investigated composite materials. Similar
esults were reported in the literature for polyvinylidene chlo-
ide/glass fiber composites [15].

. Conclusions

The relationship among dispersion of CaCO3 particles, mor-
hology of fracture surfaces and composites tensile behavior was

nvestigated by multifractal theory.
From the application of multifractal theory, it was found that the

ncorporation of MAPP led to an improvement in the dispersion
f the particles in the PP matrix. This behavior was detected by
ultifractal theory and particle size distribution, suggesting the

ccuracy of the experimental procedure applied.
In addition, multifractal analysis applied to fracture surfaces

orphology showed that a wider spectrum existed for the compos-
te without MAPP. This observation was related to a more irregular
nd complex fracture mechanism. Composites with MAPP dis-
layed reduced �˛  values related to brittle fracture processes. Both
esults were in agreement with the results of tensile tests and the
ualitative morphological observations of fracture surfaces.

From the results obtained in this investigation, it can be con-
luded that experimental multifractal analysis based on SEM
icrographs represents a powerful tool to investigate the mechan-

cal behavior of composite materials.
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